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SUMMARY  

 

WELCOME & ACTIVITIES SINCE LAST MEETING
1

 (slides 1-4) 

 

Chairman Rick Dimino, A Better City, opened the meeting and welcomed the Task 

Force and members of the public in attendance. He led a round of introductions and 

thanked Carole Charnow, President and CEO of the Boston Children’s Museum, for 

hosting the Task Force. He asked if the Task Force members had any edits to the 

minutes from Meeting #8 (December 12). There were no edits to the minutes. There 

was a motion, which was seconded, for approval of the minutes. 

 

Chairman Dimino noted he intended to hold an earlier meeting of the Task Force, but 

after meeting with the consultants and the City it was decided that it would be 

beneficial to wait until a thorough vetting process was completed of the design options 

that will be presented. Since the last meeting, families of bridge design options were 

developed, the consultants and the City had funding discussions, and a complete 

LIDAR survey of the existing bridge was carried out. Chairman Dimino asked Kate 

Barrett, Regina Villa Associates, to play an animation of the LIDAR imagery.
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Para Jayasinghe, City of Boston, explained the LIDAR data is important as it means the 

original bridge structure is now fully digitized and will never be lost. He said he is 

working on posting the animation on the project website.  

 

BRIDGE DESIGN OPTIONS (slides 5-27) 

Etty Padmodipoetro, Urban Idea Lab, summarized the basic assumptions that have 

been incorporated into each conceptual design family:  

• Bridge is fixed in place with a navigable channel to match the Moakley Bridge 

navigable channel 

• Ends of bridge are raised for resiliency following BPDA Checklist to account for 

future sea level rise 

• Slope of approach spans will not exceed 4.5% (sidewalks will be connected to 

the bridge and will be ADA accessible) 

• Access to the Pavilion (formerly known as the island) will not be precluded 

                                                           
 
1 The presentation from the meeting is available on the Documents page of the project website, 
www.boston.gov/northern-ave.  
2 The LIDAR animation will be posted to YouTube and accessible via a link on the Documents page of the project 
website as soon as possible.  

http://www.boston.gov/northern-ave
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Ms. Padmodipoetro presented four conceptual bridge design families: 

1. Restore (a full restoration of the existing bridge) 

2. Reinterpret (maintains the memory of the existing bridge with minimal 

materials; idea of enclosure while remaining transparent) 

3. Contextual (a hybrid suspension and cable bridge that takes design cues from 

the surroundings) 

4. Basic (girder bridge with a simple but aesthetically pleasing design) 

 
Ms. Padmodipoetro noted all four of the design options maintain flexibility for future 

programming, and the bridges shown are not meant to be a particular solution but a 

family of solutions.  

 

Frank DePaola, AECOM, presented general uses of the bridge design concepts, 

explaining it was important to verify that each concept can serve the uses of the old 

bridge, including programmable space for activities.  

 

Mr. DePaola showed an example cross-section for a 56-ft wide span, including 8-ft 

sidewalks on each side, 12-ft programmable space, 16-ft separated bike lanes, and a 

12-ft vehicle lane. He noted the layout allows for the opportunity to have a wider cross-

section in the center of the bridge. He showed an example of a 73-ft wide middle 

cross-section for the Reinterpret design, which includes 13.5-ft sidewalks on each side, 

3-ft buffers on each side, 12-ft programmable space, 16-ft separated bike lanes, and a 

12-ft vehicle lane.  

 

Mr. DePaola showed an example of a 73-ft wide middle cross-section for the 

Contextual design, which includes 8-ft sidewalks on each side, 3.5-ft buffers on each 

side for cables, 12-ft programmable space, 16-ft separated bike lanes with a 10-ft 

buffer in the middle for the pylon, and a 12-ft vehicle lane. 

 

Mr. DePaola presented diagrams of typical bridge approaches from the east and west 

that will work with each of the conceptual design options. Access to all surrounding 

buildings will be maintained at existing grades and the sidewalk slope meets City 

guidelines for ADA accessibility. The approaches will provide a smooth transition to 

the Harborwalk via stairs and a ramp and the Coast Guard will have full access to the 

loading docks. Mr. DePaola noted the project team has met with the James Hook 

developers to ensure the approaches will work well with their development plans.  

 

Carol Chirico, General Services Administration, asked what the red box on slide 26 is. 

Mr. DePaola confirmed those are stairs to accommodate the grade change at the Coast 

Guard building end of the bridge.  

 

Chairman Dimino and Chris Osgood, City of Boston, asked the Task Force to share 

their initial reactions to the conceptual design options. Mr. Osgood said the City is 

interested to learn which general approach each Task Force member favors.  

 

Kathy Abbott, Boston Harbor Now, said the Reinterpret and Contextual designs stand 

out to her from a visual standpoint. She would like to know more about how each 

bridge option impacts or reduces certain usages, but she likes what was presented in 
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each option. Mr. DePaola confirmed that each option except for Basic needs to account 

for structural elements in the width of the span, but there is only a small variation in 

width depending on design type (generally 50+ feet at each end and 70+ feet in the 

middle except for the Restore option which would be identical to existing widht). Mr. 

Jayasinghe confirmed each new option would include enough space for 8-ft sidewalks 

at each end, 16-ft bike lanes, 12-ft programming space, and 12-ft vehicle lane, with 

larger pedestrian space in the middle of the bridge.  

 
Patrick Sullivan, Seaport TMA, said the Contextual and Reinterpret designs stand out to 

him, in particularly the Contextual design which evokes sailing and is reflective of the 

waterfront. He said there is a lot of merit in each.  
 
Stacy Thompson, LivableStreets, is concerned that none of the concepts have a sense 

of enclosure and access to the water, as she heard preferences for maintaining the 

sense of enclosure of the old bridge at previous MATF meetings. She believes the 

public preference is the Restore design, and the other three options do not meet 

desires for resiliency or enclosure. She asked if there are any bicycle-and-pedestrian-

only (ped/bike only) options. Mr. Osgood said each option presented allows for 

flexibility in the final programming. Ms. Thompson said the approaches in front of the 

Envoy and the Courthouse appear to be problematic for ADA and bicycle connections. 

She stated that 68% of public feedback has been in support of a ped/bike only bridge 

and she would like to see a narrower design option.  

 
Gregory Galer, Boston Preservation Alliance, prefers the Restore option and noted that 

is where this process began. He suggested looking at something out of the box, as 

opposed to the options presented which are trying to satisfy everyone’s needs. He is 

concerned the Restore option will not go forward if it is being constrained by the need 

to accommodate all modes on the bridge.   

 
Richard Martini, The Fallon Company, prefers the Contextual design. He said the Basic 

design is not aesthetically pleasing and too flat, and the Reinterpret option seems to 

be halfway between Restore and Contextual. He is concerned that Reinterpret might be 

too closely related to the original bridge and the City should either do Restore or 

something completely different. 

 

Mr. DePaola further explained how the slopes of the sidewalks in each design do not 

exceed 4.5%, which is within the City’s guidelines for accessibility and why they are 

very long. Mr. DePaola said a bicyclist would not have a difficult transition from 

Northern Avenue onto the bridge as the road would be a similar slope as the sidewalk. 

He explained how bicyclists would exit the bridge onto Atlantic Avenue with dedicated 

bicycle signals, and pedestrians would be protected while crossing within a crosswalk 

with either a stop sign for vehicles or a crossing signal with a pedestrian phase. Mr. 

DePaola explained that paint or other markings would indicate how bicyclists would 

transition to a center bike lane from the eastern approach and noted there isn’t heavy 

traffic here anyway as it is mostly pick-up/drop-off in front of the Courthouse.  

 

Ms. Thompson disagreed with Mr. DePaola regarding the ease of the bicycle transitions 

onto the bridge and said she can discuss this further with him, especially considering 

the largest number of bridge users will be pedestrians and bicyclists. Joseph Allwarden, 
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AECOM, said the project team has been discussing the approaches with the City for a 

while now, and would like the Task Force to focus on the profiles of the bridge since 

the issues of bicycle transitions will exist no matter which type of conceptual design 

family is chosen.   

 

Ms. Chirico said she met with General Services Administration (GSA) leadership since 

the last Task Force meeting and she was not able to answer all their questions about 

traffic. She said the leadership is concerned about buses queueing in front of the 

Courthouse and bus traffic in front of the Williams Coast Guard Building. She said she 

is only mentioning these concerns since a vehicle lane on the bridge continues to be 

discussed. Ms. Chirico prefers the Restore option because it is a piece of the ‘old 

Boston’ in the modern Seaport and she urged the City to consider keeping the old 

bridge. 

 

Shannon McDermott, MA Convention Center Authority, likes the Contextual and 

Reinterpret designs. She does not like the Basic design as much but acknowledged it 

would be nice to not have structural elements taking up space in the middle of the 

bridge. She likes that the Contextual design would have no additional footing in the 

water for an open waterway.  

 
Susanne Lavoie, Wharf District Council, prefers the Restore option and said one of the 

things that makes Boston beautiful is blending the old with the new. She finds the 

concept of replacing such an iconic and unique structure with a modern bridge that 

could be anywhere in the world concerning.  

 

Vice Chair Sara McCammond, Fort Point Neighborhood Association, said residents also 

love the old bridge and she would like to see it remain an iconic bridge. She said it is 

amazing how many people have stayed involved in advocating for the bridge. She said 

the intimacy of the original design feels like placemaking in itself, even without 

additional activities on the bridge, and she is interested to hear from the public.  

 

Chairman Dimino said he appreciates the Contextual design and likes when designs 

look to the future. He said the City’s relationship with the Greenway and the Seaport is 

evolving and he is hopeful the public process will accommodate that kind of design.  

 

BRIDGE COSTS (slides 28-30) 

Mr. Allwarden presented the cost assumptions that are incorporated into each of the 

cost estimates, including: 

• Removal of the existing bridge structure - $15-20 million 

• Substructure rehabilitation - $10-25 million 

• Approaches - $10-20 million 

 

He noted these cost estimates are not final, and presented the range of cost estimates 

for the four design options: 

• Restore - $145-160 million 

• Reinterpret - $90-110 million 

• Contextual - $100-120 million 

• Basic - $50-80 million 
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Mr. Galer asked if the contingency is the same for all the designs. Mr. Allwarden 

confirmed it is the same for each design (about 30%).  

 

Ms. Thompson asked if there are cost estimates per square foot, as she is curious how 

the width impacts the price. Mr. Allwarden said he does not have cost per square foot 

with him, but a majority of the cost estimates include fixed costs that are the same no 

matter the width of the bridge. Ms. Thompson noted the reason the Restore option 

might be the most expensive could be because it is the widest (60-ft wide usable space 

across the bridge).  

 

Ms. Chirico asked if there is an estimate for a bridge without a vehicle lane. Mr. 

Allwarden said the cost estimates assumed 56-ft wide spans at each end with a 73-ft 

wide span in the middle (with slight variations of a couple feet depending on the 

design).  

 

Ms. Thompson asked if the Task Force can request a narrower, ped/bike only bridge 

option to present to the public. Mr. Osgood said width allows for flexibility in the 

future, which will be important when the City works on other crossings to the Seaport. 

He said an Arthur Fiedler-like bridge can be explored but the flexibility is lost with a 

narrow bridge. Ms. Thompson would like to see that option be presented to the public 

to see how the public responds.  

 

Mr. Galer said he sees all the options presented today as one family because each 

option gives everyone what they want. He said a fully flexible bridge is one viable 

alternative, but he would like to see another family of options presented that shows 

the cheapest alternative without flexibility. Mr. Galer asked the City to consider what 

the cost of flexibility is, and to examine what is the minimum that can be done to 

satisfy the public’s desire. Mr. Galer said the Task Force should not make a decision 

without this option being presented, even if the City ultimately decides later in the 

process that flexibility is the most important factor in designing the bridge. Mr. 

Osgood acknowledged the City should present the cost of flexibility.  

 

Chairman Dimino said he is trying to balance the varying opinions of the Task Force, 

but stated the flexibility Mr. Osgood mentioned is critical if the City is going to invest 

in this new bridge. He summarized the variety of input received noting there are 

differing viewpoints and that is the nature of the public process.  

 

Ms. Chirico asked if a mobility study has been done to analyze how buses may impact 

traffic. Chairman Dimino confirmed those studies were done and asked Mr. Osgood if 

the consultants can hold a briefing for the GSA. Mr. Osgood and Ms. Chirico agreed to 

schedule a briefing for the GSA. 

 

Vice Chair McCammond added there has been a lot of support for a ped/bike only 

experience on the bridge and it would be valuable to view this in the context of the 

Seaport Transit Plan.  

 

Ms. Thompson read the original Request for Proposal (RFP) from the City, which stated 

the design team will present five options to the public and based on public feedback 

will present three options to the Task Force along with a summary of feedback. She 
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said a ped/bike only option should be presented to the public, even if the City 

ultimately convinces the public that flexibility is more important. Chairman Dimino 

acknowledged that he and the City hear her request. Mr. Osgood said this presentation 

is what the City believes is minimally appropriate for a connection from South Boston 

to Downtown, and the City can work on presenting why flexibility is important.  

 

Mr. Galer said he is frustrated because he believes the Task Force is not in a position to 

choose one design yet. He said the question of emergency vehicle access has been 

discussed for years, and he believes a ped/bike only bridge is more conducive to 

emergency vehicle access than a travel lane. A general traffic travel lane would be less 

accessible for emergency vehicles because general traffic would have to be cleared 

from the bridge. A bike/ped only bridge could be built to withstand the weight of 

emergency vehicles and bollards could be removed to allow them to cross the bridge, 

as needed. He feels like this process has been driving towards a certain result without 

answering questions that have been asked or providing enough of an analysis. He 

added that island programming is something all members of the task Force are 

interested in and asked what happened to the island since the cost estimates did not 

include it.  

 

Mr. Allwarden said the demolition cost estimates do not include removing the island 

and assumed the pile field would be left as is. Order of Magnitude cost is $30 million 

to build a basic deck or surface that can be programmed with other features.  

 

Mr. Martini said if flexibility is lost there will be a day in the future when either the 

Moakley or another bridge is taken out of service and everyone will wonder why the 

Northern Avenue Bridge did not allow for flexibility. He agrees with Ms. Thompson that 

it is still important to look at different widths but would be very careful in precluding 

flexibility.   

 

Ms. McDermott said that even if a bridge is built wide enough to carry a vehicle lane, 

that does not mean cars have to be allowed to drive over it and it can still be used as a 

ped/bike only bridge. She said it is valuable to have a backup plan. She said she has 

heard people say that it is contrary to the Boston 2030 plan to include a possible 

vehicle lane, but having that flexibility isn’t contrary to the plan because the 

neighborhood would be a traffic nightmare if another bridge like the Moakley were to 

be closed to vehicles.  

 

Mr. Sullivan said between now and 2030 the Seaport is projected to grow another 10 

million square feet of work space. The TMA is looking at how best to prevent the 

growing employee population from driving into work each day and one of the options 

being considered is more transit and it would be a shame to lose an opportunity for 

transit over the Northern Avenue Bridge.  

 

Chairman Dimino said he understands Mr. Galer is frustrated but disagrees with the 

notion that not enough analysis has been done. Chairman Dimino believes there has 

been a substantial amount of analysis carried out on everything from the structural 

condition of the existing bridge, the traffic and mobility study, and the various types of 

user volumes on the bridge.  
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Mr. Galer said he agrees there has been a lot of work done and does not want to be 

dismissive of what has been done so far. He clarified that the Task Force has not seen 

an analysis or plan with less than the maximum amount of programming on the 

bridge. He would like to see what the minimum that can be done is to meet the 

maximum need. If the City decides the minimum need is a backup bridge, then he 

would like to see what the minimum need is for a ped/bike only bridge that can be 

turned into a two-lane vehicle bridge. He said cars have historically always been given 

the priority and a mind shift is needed to overcome that. The City should think at what 

cost is it sacrificing comfort for pedestrians and bicyclists.   

 

FUNDING UPDATE (slides 31-32) 

Mr. DePaola presented an update on the funding discussions that have been ongoing 

since the last Task Force meeting. The project team has verified that $10 million in 

earmarked funds are available from Congressman Lynch’s office, however they are 

federal highway funds so the agency that is eligible for those funds is the 

Massachusetts Highway Division. Mr. DePaola said that could potentially mean the 

project would have to be turned over to the Highway Division in order to use the funds. 

He confirmed the City can provide $46 million and a private developer in the Seaport 

has pledged $2 million. He clarified only $1 million of the private development funds is 

available now and the other $1 million will be available at occupancy.  

 

In total, $58 million of funds have been identified: 

• City Funding 

o General obligation bonds: $31 million  

o Parking meter fund: $15 million 

• Federal Funding 

o 2005 SAFTEA-LU Earmark #1: $2 million 

o 2005 SAFTEA-LU Earmark #2: $6 million 

o 2008 Appropriations Earmark: $1 million 

o 2010 Appropriations Earmark: $1 million 

• Private Funding 

o WS Seaport: $2 million 

 

Chairman Dimino asked Mr. DePaola to describe other possible sources of funding. Mr. 

DePaola said there are potential funds to be obtained from the Boston Region 

Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). He explained there is an annual process in 

which communities within the MetroBoston region can petition for projects to be 

funded, and the MPO decides how to allocate earmarked funds they receive for 

communities within their region. Mr. DePaola also described how federal highway 

funds are usually dictated for specific types of projects (bridges, greenhouse gas 

reduction, etc.).  

 

Chairman Dimino asked about potential resiliency funds. Mr. DePaola said it is possible 

that raising the bridge could mean this project is eligible for funds dedicated to 

protecting the bridge and Fort Point Channel from sea level rise, but no specific 

sources have been identified yet.  

 

Vice Chair McCammond said the Mayor has $100 million in the City budget for the 

Northern Avenue Bridge and asked if that is in addition to the $46 million that was 
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voted on last year. Mr. Osgood said it is not in addition to the $46 million, and if the 

remaining $54 million were to be dedicated to this project then the City would need to 

identify where the other $54 million would come from.  

 

Ms. Thompson asked what the $2 million spent on this project last year was used for. 

Mr. Jayasinghe said it was used for all the entire design process done to date, 

$900,000 of which was just for the structural survey analysis of the existing bridge. 

Ms. Thompson asked how the grants will be used next year and Mr. Jayasinghe said he 

will get back to her.  

 

Ms. Abbott and Chairman Dimino asked if there are any other opportunities for 

funding, like a state transportation bond. Mr. Osgood said that would have to be 

determined later, and sources of funding will be more easily identified once there is a 

shared vision and consensus of the bridge design.  

 

SCHEDULE AND NEXT STEPS (slide 33) 

Mr. DePaola presented the design schedule: 

• Selected design direction – June 2019 

• Preliminary design – November 2019 (6 months) 

• Permitting – November 2020 (12 months) 

• Construction contract award – October 2021  

 

Ms. Chirico asked what permits the design team anticipates. Mr. DePaola said the 

Coast Guard will be the lead federal permitting agency and he expects a Section 404, 

Section 106, Chapter 91, and other MassDEP water-related permits. Ms. Chirico asked 

if Mr. DePaola anticipates the federal permits will trigger a full MEPA process. Mr. 

DePaola said he does not anticipate a full MEPA process. Ms. Chirico believes it may be 

problematic if the team presents a preferred alternative instead of a study of 

alternatives. Mr. DePaola said with any bridge project the design is advanced to 25% 

before permitting and the project team has already met with the Coast Guard and 

MassDEP. He added that it is already an existing bridge that is being replaced in the 

same location, so a full MEPA process is not required.  

 

Vice Chair McCammond said a public meeting will be scheduled in June and asked if 

the Task Force would like to meet again on May 23 ahead of the public meeting. The 

Task Force agreed to meet on May 23. Mr. Osgood said he would like to hear 

responses to the questions raised at this meeting at the May 23 meeting. Chairman 

Dimino confirmed the upcoming schedule includes a May 23 Task Force meeting, a 

June public meeting, and another Task Force meeting in June after the public meeting. 

Chairman Dimino said the project team will do its best to respond to the questions 

raised at this meeting. 

 

Ms. Abbott asked if the pavilion and island have been eliminated from the project. Mr. 

Osgood said the island has not been eliminated. He reiterated that this meeting was 

not meant to determine the final design or programming of the bridge. He said the 

City is looking for a general direction to move forward with (general profile and width 

of the bridge) and specific design elements will be discussed later.   
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PUBLIC COMMENTS 

Chairman Dimino asked the members of the public to provide comments. 

 

Steve Hollinger, resident, said he feels like a quest for a vehicular lane on the bridge 

has been driving the decision-making so far. He believes the City is missing out on an 

opportunity for greatness by not considering a ped/bike only bridge. He noted that the 

City of Providence recently built a pedestrian-only bridge that it is beautifully designed. 

He added that the mobility study does not support a vehicular lane on the bridge and 

did not take a Congress Street BRT into consideration. He said he has been asking for a 

narrower bridge to be presented at multiple meetings and is frustrated his requests 

have not been met. He believes a narrower bridge would be less expensive and noted 

that Seaport Boulevard was originally intended to be flexible and it is cavernous now.  

 

Valerie Burns said she has attended many meetings of the Task Force and also feels 

unheard. She feels that Chairman Dimino is not hearing what the public is saying and 

asked that the next meeting be dedicated to looking at ped/bike only bridge options. 

She said it’s been a long time since vehicles were allowed on the bridge and it would 

not feel intimate with vehicular traffic. She said the traffic everyone has been talking 

about only occurs from 8:00-10:00 AM and 4:00-7:00 PM. She said she’s asked 

questions after the transportation studies were done that have not been answered. She 

said people at the public meetings have been asking for a ped/bike only bridge and 

they should be presented with that option.  

 

Tom said he is interested in understanding more about funding, since the Mayor’s 

budget submission includes $31 million in bonds and $69 million in grants which 

doesn’t tie into what was presented at this meeting. He asked if there would be 

associated conditions with these grants and suggested the next meeting should devote 

time to discussing what the City is doing versus what the Task Force has been 

presented. 

 

An attendee said she has heard mentions of the public and what the public wants, but 

there is a large segment of the public which is not represented in this process yet. She 

lives two blocks away and worries about one of the other bridges being taken out of 

service since the population of the Seaport is rapidly increasing. She works in an ER 

department and knows that the unexpected does occur. She said a ped/bike only 

bridge is nice but other options should be considered. It is inevitable that heart 

attacks, fires and other emergencies will occur with the development.   

 

Mike Tyrrell said he has advocated for this bridge for 20 years and he believes having 

one dedicated lane for shuttle buses would coexist well on a ped/bike bridge. He said 

a Restore option doesn’t need to restore the entire bridge and other options could be 

explored to reduce the cost. He said there are other successful bridge preservation 

projects across the country that haven’t been presented. He said the island can be a 

future RFP and a shuttle bus lane can be used for emergency vehicles. He believes 

there are a range of options that haven’t been considered.  

 

Joe Rogers said the Task Force should consider transit on the bridge with a dedicated 

bus lane between North and South Station. He said the single lane for transit can be 

converted into a vehicular lane as a backup plan if that is needed in the future. He 
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noted this bridge is north of the chute into the I-93 tunnel and traffic that is brought 

here from the Moakley Bridge is a problem. 

 

An attendee said she lives nearby and agrees that it is hard to imagine how a vehicular 

lane on the Northern Avenue Bridge would alleviate any of the traffic problems in the 

Seaport, and asked if the City is looking at other potential places to build a bridge 

between the Seaport and Downtown, for example at Dorchester Avenue. Mr. Osgood 

said Cypher Street is one potential place the City is considering.  

 

Ms. Burns added that there is a new water shuttle service that has begun from Fan Pier 

to Lovejoy Wharf. She said the City should buy more boats and improve the docks 

because more ferry service will be used in the future and encouraged the Task Force to 

look at a wider range of options like these.  

 

Chairman Dimino thanked everyone for coming and adjourned the meeting. 

 

TASK FORCE MEMBERS 

Congressman Stephen Lynch (not present) 
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Dennis Callahan, MA Convention Center Authority (represented by Shannon 

McDermott) 

Carol Chirico, General Services Administration  

Handy Dorceus, Tufts University (not present) 

Gregory Galer, Boston Preservation Alliance  

Susan Goldberg, U.S. Court House (not present) 

Susanne Lavoie, Wharf District Council  

Richard Martini, The Fallon Company  

Bud Ris, Green Ribbon Commission (not present) 

Patrick Sullivan, Seaport TMA  

Stacy Thompson, LivableStreets 

 

City of Boston 

Chris Osgood, Chief of Streets 

Para Jayasinghe, City Engineer 

Benjamin Sun, Chief Structural Engineer 
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Chris Coakley, Public Works Department 
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